
SCALAR WAVES ON BOSNIAN PYRAMIDS! 
 

Magnetotelluric and electrodynamics research, September 2016 mission: "Archaeological Park: 
Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun", Visoko, Bosnia-Herzegovina 

(Partial, the most interesting findings1) 

 
Measuring Equipment: 
 
1. Teslameter TM 40 [H50Hz, nT] 
2. Trifield meter, 100XE [H, mG; E, V/m] 
3. Digitalni multimeter Mastech MS8229 [T, oC; Hum, %; Noi, dBrel] 
4. VF-Broadband amplifier, special /light weight/, OBD LAB, Beograd, “E”- sensor: rod antenna, l = 30 cm; 
 “H”- sensor: open coil antenna; “M”-sound sensor: “Knowles” Piezo Ceramic ST Microphone (BL series) 

5. PC osciloscop OWON, VDS1022 
6. Tablet computer, I.Onik, Quad Core, Win 8.1 
7. S-meter, Bedini version of Dea/Faretto detector, IB Mraz, [Sc, Ampl., % deflection] 
8. Experimental life energy meter, Heliognosis model LM3, [Or, Range, Fine, Coarse, % deflection] 

 
Note 1: EM spectra varies slightly, the signals are changeable in amplitude and frequency. The signals 

originating from measuring devices and equipment used during the measurements (including drone aircraft ) 
were registered before measuring on the Measuring Points. Vrms value registered by equipment [5, 6] should 
be considered as relative one to each other due to using equipment [4] during the measurements. If needed, 
registered values can be recalculated and expressed as an absolute. 

 
 

Measurement Method: MT + 3D structure of the spatial energy fields measurement 
 

Magneto telluric (MT) and Audio Magneto telluric (AMT) method [1] combined with measurements in air - using 
the drone aircraft [2] and special equipment [M.Eq. 4,5,6] specially configured for this type of research because of 
limitations in weight (max. 800 g) and large requirement in terms of the measuring equipment sensitivity, the width 
of the measuring range, the purpose of recording and registering Vrms signals during the drone flight due to the 
necessity for the subsequent analysis of signals amplitude and frequency spectra (FFT). All these requirements 
were fulfilled by choice of the suitable hardware and software so the total weight of equipment was only 788 
grams, which is below the allowed limit of 800 grams for the drone aircraft model used. 

 
Although a very complex, the chosen method enabled us to obtain a 3-D structure of energy fields intensity at 

the selected locations, in the vertical plane to a height of about 50 meters and in the horizontal plane to a 
diameter of about 150 meters! 

     

    
                                                                 
1 Complete measurements data are stored in the Eng. Goran Marjanovic’s database. 



 
Magneto Telluric (MT) and Audio Magneto Telluric (AMT) methods [1] are electromagnetic methods that 

measure variations in the earth's surface electromagnetic fields at different frequencies. They sample the 
electric and magnetic fields in the low (IF-Audio-UF) frequency range. Sources of the MT/AMT signals may be 
either artificial or natural. 

 
Solar energy and lightning cause natural variations in the earth's magnetic field, inducing electric 

currents (known as telluric currents) under the Earth's surface. Earth currents arise from both natural and man-
made sources, including magma and the normal distribution and use of electricity. Combined, these phenomena 
create strong magneto telluric source signals over the ULF/LF frequency spectrum. 

 
Magnetic fields in the frequency range of 1 Hz to approximately 20 kHz are part of the audio-magneto 

telluric (AMT) range. These fields are parallel to the Earth surface and move towards the Earth's centre. This 
large frequency band allows for a range of depth penetration from several meters to several kilometers below 
the Earth's surface. Due to the nature of magneto telluric source, the waves generally fluctuate in amplitude 
height. Long recording times are needed to ascertain usable readings due to these fluctuations and, also, due to 
low signal strength. 

 
Multidirectional MT sounding, performed on different locations can clearly indicate a different ratio of the 

electric to magnetic field and their phase-shifting caused by the different speeds of propagation, pointing in that 
way to different subsurface areas’ mechanical, magnetic and electric conductivity, i.e. its anisotropy and in fact 
its structure. 

 
"E" field measurements in free space provides us insight into the volumetric (3D) structure of the 

energetic fields, which is of particular interest in the case of locations where some "energy phenomena" were 
detected on the ground. 

 

Measuring Values: 
 
The research includes the recording of electromagnetic and mechanical energy spectra, performed using the 

magnetotelluric method in the frequency range from extremely low to medium frequencies (25 mHz – 50 kHz) for 
electric and/or magnetic phenomena. 

 
Measuring of mechanical vibrations was performed in the infrasound, audio and ultrasound range. For these 

measurements we used the conventional devices numbered as 1. to 6. in the list of measuring equipment. 
 
During measurements in the air, because of the drone motors noise (EM smog) recordings was done only in the 

"E" domain. 
 
In addition to these measurements the detection of the presence of scalar fields was performed by "S-

meter" (6). Investigations of unconventional energy fields, as “Orgone energy” e.g., was carried out by special 
alternate energy device (Eq. 7.) that is intended for scientific research into life processes. 

 
Furthermore, at each measuring point control parameters measured: a) presence and intensity of "EM 

smog" caused by power network (50 Hz); the strength of the dynamic magnetic (b), dynamic electric (c) fields 
and radio waves strength (d); temperature (e), humidity (f) and noise (g). 

 
Complete measurement recordings are stored in my database but in this paper we introduce only the 

most interesting findings just to illustrate our conclusions. 

 
 

 

Measurements: 
 

     Location 1:             “Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun”, 09.09.2016, 11.40 h. 

 
Measured Values: 
 

 H50Hz = 7 nT, H = 0.6 mG, E = 25 V/m, T = 25 oC, Hum = 24 %, Noi = - 20 dBrel, Sc = 10,1; Or = 100,3,4, 86 
 

Note 2: On the first flight, the drone aircraft software did not register any data and PC oscilloscope software 



registered only 5 recordings from the set of 36 that were programmed. On the second flight, a drone’s "log file" 
was created, but information about the date and time were wrong. The oscilloscope software registered (capture 
file) only 10 measurements. On the third flight, the drone’s date and time were wrong also, and PC software 
recorded only 12 measurements. This was the reason for abandoning further flights at this location. 

 
We do not know the cause of this technical problems but can assume that they are due to the presence of 

subtle energy forms and of the specifics ambient field indicated by the relatively high level of orgone energy (Or = 
86)  measured (Eq.8, LM 3) at this location. 

  
Characteristic Spectra: 

 

    

Fig.1, M. T. signal registered on the ground - in the center of the energy beam. Fig. 2, “E" signal registered at 43.3 m above the Pyramid of the Sun. 
 

 
Fig.3. - 3D structure of the energy field above the Pyramid of the Sun. 

 
 



Measurement Analysis of Ambient Fields at Location 1, “Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun”: 

 
- Experimental life energy measurement at this location (Eq.8, LM 3) show a high orgon energy level (Or= 86) 

which is more than 43 % (=86/60) higher than the average level. 
 

 
The “E” field signal registered on the ground at the top of the Pyramid of the Sun, is shown in Figure 1 and is 

comparable to the recordings registered during previous research [3] at this location. 
 
Figure 2 shows an "E" field recording on horizontal flight level registered at a height of 43.3 m in a ninety 

second of flight. Vrms value (Root Mean Square / "quadratic mean") on this position (see Figure 3, Figure 4 and 
Appendix 1) is 156 mV, a value very close to the value of 150 mV measured at the ground in position 0, and the 
time of flight = 0 seconds. It is very interesting that the value of "E" fields grew with height during take-off 
(positions 0-1) and then decreased to a value close to amount measured at position 0. A more detailed view of 
the registered values changes during vertical flight is shown in Figure 4, given below, where it can be clearly seen 
that the registered “E“ field intensity is largest in the 20th second of flight during takeoff, when the drone attained a 
height of about 21.3 meters. Also, analysis of the registered Vrms value during the horizontal flight at a height of 
about 40 m, shows slightly increased values in the south-southwest zone, suggesting that "energy beam" is not 
vertical but is slightly inclined in the direction of the south-southwest. 

 
By synthesis of registered values and analysis of the "E" fields intensity distribution in the vertical and 

horizontal planes, we can conclude that the energy field above the Pyramid of the Sun has the shape of an 
elongated, irregular, ellipsoid, with the highest energy density at a height close to the virtual height of the pyramid, 
a little inclined in the direction of south-southwest. 

 
More details about flight trajectory and registered values (GPS coordinates, altitude, speed, M.T. distance, 

time of flight, Vrms in specific positions, comments) for this location are given in Appendix 1. 
 

 
Figure 4, 3D structure of “E” field on the Pyramid of the Sun. 

 



 

   
        Location 2: “Tumulus in Vratnica”, 09.09.2016, 15.55 h. 

 
Measured Values: 
 
 

 H50Hz = 8 nT, H = 0.6 mG, E = 25 V/m, T = 26.5 oC, Hum = 10 %, Noi = - 30 dBrel, Sc = 10,1; Or = 100,3,1, 85 
 

Characteristic Spectra: 
 

 

 

    

Fig.5, M.T. signal registered at the top of the Tumulus 
 

Fig.6, “E” signal registered 43 m above Tumulus. 

 

 
Fig.7, 3D structure of the energy field above the Tumulus 



 

Measurement Analysis of Ambient Fields at Location 2, “Tumulus in Vratnica”: 
 
 

- Measured value of "EM smog" - caused by power network 50 Hz (Eq.1) H50Hz = 8 nT is slightly higher than 
the usual (4-6 nT) but is of negligible value. The source is probably an aerial power line located at distance of 
several dozen meters from M.T. 

 
- Experimental life energy measurement at this location (Eq.7, LM 3) show a quite high orgon energy level 

(Or= 100) which is more than 67 % (=100/60) higher than the average level. 
 
In Figure 5, which shows the signal recorded at the top of the Tumulus (on the ground) somewhat more 

pronounced frequency signals of 22 and 25.6 and 28.7 kHz, can be observed. This is consistent with previous 
measurements [3] at this location. Figure 6 shows the „E" fields signals recorded in horisontal flight registered at 
an altitude of 43 m in the 40th second of flight. Vrms value at this position (see fig 7, Fig. 8 and Appendix 2) is 
133 mV, which is close to the mean value for the entire flight, including takeoff and landing .. 

 
Otherwise, in contrast to the values registered at the location 1, here there are no major changes in the 

registered Vrms values. They vary slightly during takeoff as well as landing and during of horizontal flight. Yet 
some major changes can be seen in the north-eastern and eastern trajectory areas. A more detailed view of the 
„E”field changes registered during the vertical flight is shown in Figure 8 below, where it can be seen that the „E” 
field intensity in horisontal flight at a height of about 43 m is slightly lower in the north-eastern part and is minimal 
in the eastern part of the trajectory. Taking into account the real configuration of the terrain, it is obvious that the 
"E" field structure recorded in the horizontal flight phase follows the shape of the terrain. Vrms value recorded at 
this location during the vertical flight phases (takeoff, landing) do not show any anomalies recorded at Location 1, 
"Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun". 

 
More details about flight trajectory and registered values (GPS coordinates, altitude, speed, M.T. distance, 

time of flight, Vrms in specific positions, comments) for this location are given in Appendix 2. 
 

 

 
Fig.8, 3D structure of ”E” field on the Tumulus. 

  

 

          Location 3: “Bosnian Pyramid of the Moon”, 10.09.2016, 12.05 h. 
 
Measured Values: 
 

 H50Hz = 5 nT, H = 0.7 mG, E = 18 V/m, T = 28 oC, Hum = 10 %, Noi = - 16 dBrel, Sc = 10,1; Or = 100,3,3, 65 
 
 



Characteristic Spectra: 
 

 
 

Fig.9, M.T. signal registered  in the hole at the top of the “Pyramid of the Moon. 

 
 

Fig.10 "signal registered 43 m above the Pyramid of the Moon 
 

 
Fig.11, 3D structure of the energy field above the Pyramid of the Moon. 

 
          Measurement Analysis of Ambient Fields at Location 3, “Bosnian Pyramid of the Moon”: 
 

 
- All measured values are within normal amounts for non-urban areas. 

 

 
In Fig.9, which shows the signal recorded in „hole” at the top of the „Bosnian Pyramid of the Moon”, can 

be observed frequency signals of 21.8, 23.7 kHz and a slightly less pronounced signal of 28.1 kHz which is 
consistent with previous measurements at this location [3]. Amplitude spectrum displayed in red on this picture 
shows a very unusual signal with a period of about 3 ms. Since there is no electricity network at this location or 



any device other than the equipment used, such signal must be generated by an unknown source. Figure 10 
shows the "E" fields values recorded during horizontal flight at an altitude of 43 meters in 140th second of flight. 
Vrms value at this point (see Fig.11, Fig. 12 and Appendix 3) is 143 mV, which is significantly above the value 
of the mean value during horizontal flight (~ 105 mV). 

 
A very short (~ 150 micro sec) and intense signal (in the white circle) points to the specificity of this location. 

Nothing similar was registered in the other recordings during measurements at this location. 
 
At this location, in contrast to the values registered at Location 2, and similar to Location 1, major changes in 

registered Vrms value can be seen during takeoff as well as landing and during horizontal flight also. 
 
The increase in intensity of the "E" fields with height is characteristic for this Location. Also, a greater increase 

in the intensity of the "E" field during horizontal flight can be noticed in the south-east area of trajectory, which 
gives a structurally similar picture to that recorded at the Location 1. 

 
A detailed overview of registered values during flight at this location is shown in Figure 11, in Appendix 3, and 

in the view given in Fig.12, which shows that the "E" field, at a height of 43 m, has an average value of about 100 
mV and that it is much stronger in the area that corresponds to the flight time between about the 130th and 140th 
second (164 mV). Also, from the registered data it can be seen that the "E" field has significantly increased its 
value (173 mV) at a zone that corresponds to range between 210th and 220th seconds of flight, i.e. to the 
landing phase, when the height was about 25 meters above the measuring point. 

 
Such "E" field structure is not correlative with the terrain configuration as it is at Location 2, but is a "non-

standard" here and is comparable to the structure of the "E" field that was registered at Location 1 “Pyramid of 
the Sun”. 

 
Vrms values analysis shows increased amounts in the south-east zone of the horizontal flight part of the 

trajectory at a altitude of ~40 m, and above the measuring point at a height of 25 m - which indicates that the 
"energy field" is ellipsoidal and slightly inclined in the south-east direction. 

 
More details about flight trajectory and registered values (GPS coordinates, altitude, speed, M.T. distance, 

time of flight, Vrms in specific positions, comments) for this location are given in Appendix 3. 
 

 
Sl.12 3D structure of ”E” field on the Tumulus. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



          Location 4: "The Bell Tower / Concentric Stone Circles - Aura Amplifier", 11.09.2016, 10.15 h. 

 
Measured Values: 
 
 

 H50Hz = 8 nT, H = 0.7 mG, E = 25 V/m, T = 24.2 oC, Hum = 24 %, Noi = - 20 dBrel, Sc = 10,1; Or = 100,3,3, 90 
 

Characteristic Spectra: 
 

 
 

 Fig.13, M.T. signal registered on the "Aura Amplifier". 

 
 

Fig.14, "E" signal registered at 25 m above the "Aura Amplifier". 

 

 
Fig.15. 3D structure of the energy field above the "Aura Amplifier" and "Bell Tower". 

 
 
 



 

Measurement Analysis of Ambient Fields at the Location 4, “Aura Amplifier- Bell Tower”: 
 
 

- Measured value of "EM smog" - caused by power network 50 Hz (Eq.1) H50Hz = 8 nT is slightly higher than 
the usual (4-6 nT) but is of negligible value. The source is probably one of the underground power lines. 

 
- Experimental life energy measurement at this location (Eq.7, LM 3) show quite high orgon energy level (Or= 

90) which is more than 50 % (=100/50) higher than the average level. 
 

In Figure 13, which shows the signal recorded on the ground, in the center of the Aura Amplifier, an object 
next to the Bell Tower, can be seen somewhat more pronounced frequency signals of 21.5, 27.5 kHz and of 29.3 
kHz, which is consistent with previous measurements at the site of Bell Tower - the third opening performed on 
06.17.2016. [3]. Figure 14 shows the "E" fields’ signal recording during takeoff, at an altitude of about 25 meters 
above the measuring point (Positions 0 and 6) and 8 m above the top of the Bell Tower in 40th seconds of flight. 

 
The recorded Vrms value at this position (see Fig.15, Fig. 16 or Appendix 4) is 150 mV, which is a value close 

to the values of "E" fields registered during horizontal flight in the area west of the line perpendicular to the top of 
the Bell Tower. In this recording, we can see a series of very short and intense impulses (the white circle) that 
are not registered in the other recordings during measurements at this location. Their source is unknown. 

 
The spatial (3D) structure of the energy field at this location, shown in Fig. 16, is very similar to the one 

registered at the Location 1 and is shown in Fig. 4, but in Fig. 16 energy field structure is illustrated by changes 
in the spatial field distribution during take-off and during landing comparatively. 

 
In any case, registered values point to very similar phenomena recorded at the Pyramid of the Sun. Vrms 

values registered during takeoff and landing, as well as during horizontal flight, at this location, vary significantly 
and point to a widely variable field strength along the vertical and horizontal plane at the height of 42-50 m above 
M. T. (Positions 0 and 6) as is shown on the flight trajectory chart, shown on Fig. 15, by the schematic structure 
of the energy field depicted in Fig. 16 and via data in Appendix 4. 

 
It is obvious that the energy field at this location has a minimum value in the measuring point on the ground 

(Positions 0 and 6), at the foot of Bell Tower and then grows with height and reaches a maximum value of 220 
mV in the area above the top of the Bell Tower" a height of about 30 m above the MT (Positions 0 and 6), that is 
13 m above the top of the Bell Tower, and then decreases (with height) to a value of about 190 mV at a height of 
42 meters above M. T. (Positions 0 and 6) i.e. 25 m above the top of the Bell Tower. 

 
Vrms value registered during horizontal flight (Fig.15, Fig. 16) show that the field strength value have a 

maximum in the phases of flight between points 1-2 (70.s., 184 mV), Positions 4-5 and during landing, Positions 
5-6. In Fig. 15 it is clear that these parts of the trajectory correspond to areas above the top, i.e. the highest 
points of Bell Tower, at a height of 42-50 m from the level of M.T. (Positions 0 and 6) or 25 to 33 m above the top 
of the Bell Tower”. Also, in the same picture, it can be seen that Vrms values recorded at this height during 
horizontal flight decrease to the north (170 mV), to the west (150 mV) and especially to the south (100 mV). 

 
Synthesising all registered values and analysis of "E" fields intensity distribution in the vertical and horizontal 

levels (Fig.15 and Fig.16), we can conclude that the energy field above the Bell Tower has the form of an 
elongated, irregular ellipsoid with the highest energy density in its center, at a height of about 13 m above the top 
of the Bell Tower slightly inclined to the east (close to point 5, Fig. 15) or in the direction of Aura Amplifier. 

 
More details about flight trajectory and registered values (GPS coordinates, altitude, speed, M.T. distance, 

time of flight, Vrms in specific positions, comments) for this location are given in Appendix 4. 



 
Sl.16 3D structure of ”E” field on the “Bell Tower”. 

 
Final considerations: 
 
As in previous research missions and investigations conducted in areas managed by the “Archaeological Park: 

Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun” Foundation (AP BPS), there is a significant correlation between the measured values 
and objects' dimensions, structure, geometry and topological parameters at this site as well as a certain regularity 
within the objects which indicate this complex's wholeness as a functional unit. More details can be found in the 
section: "Topology AP BPS and Electromagnetism" [3]. 

 
3D structure of energy fields above locations 1-Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun, 3-Bosnian Pyramid of the 

Moon and 4-Bell tower have a very similar configuration, analogous to the concept of a Scalar Field, the shape 
of an elongated ellipsoid with a maximum energy density at a height of 21.3, 25 and 13 m respectively. "The 

energy ellipsoids" above Bell Tower (which is north of the Pyramid of the Sun) and the Pyramid of the Moon (which is 
south of the Pyramid of the Sun) are both slightly inclined in the direction of the Tumulus, and the energy ellipsoid 
above Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun is inclined in opposite direction of the Tumulus, as illustrated in Fig. 17. 

 
Bearing in mind real objects’ topological arrangement (Fig.17) the existence of a certain regularity and 

symmetry of principles similar to rules set forth in the aforementioned section, "Topology AP BPS and 
Electromagnetism” [3] is obvious. The stated variations in intensity and orientation in the wave mechanics 
terminology correspond to the terms of affirmative interference process or amplitude and phase 
"harmonizing" of individual energy fields and "3D standing wave" constitution or complex scalar (torsion, 
axion, microleptonic ...) fields emerging as a qualitative complement to the idea of APBPS as analogous "3D-
dipole Yagi" exposed in [3] ... 

 

Data about flight trajectory and registered values (GPS coordinates, altitude, speed, M.T. distance, time of flight, 
Vrms in specific positions, comments) relevant for this work are given in Annexes 1-4. Source data are contained in 
the original Excel spreadsheets with over 5000 entries for each location and number of additional parameters 
(batteries’ state...) found in the database of drone navigators Marko Panček (Slovenia) and Stjepan Matijevic (Croatia) 
[2]. 

  



 

Fig.17. Wave mechanics in AP BPS 
 

Conclusion: 
 

Based on our earlier theoretical work and practical studies as well as on measurements shown in previous work 
[3, 4] to the deep connection and numerical agreements among the physical parameters of the Bosnian Pyramid of 
the Sun (virtual and real height e.g.), and the 28 kHz energy beam parameters registered at this facility by several 
research teams, as well as with expected values according to the EDQ Model [6], and with measurements of Nikola 
Tesla [5]. 

 
Measurements carried out during our previous research mission [3] pointed to the deep connection of 

real physical, geometrical and topological parameters of AP BPS facilities with the measured EM radiation 
parameters, magnetoteluric signals, and subtle energy phenomena that were registered. The foregoing facts 
reduce the possibility of any stochastic character to the analyzed objects. The design and structure of 
phenomena measured in the AP BPS are not likely the result of solely natural geological, climatic, and 
similar processes but, on the contrary, the structure and arrangement of these objects are likely the result of 
the influence of ancient advanced technology. 

 
Further, the real structure of the AP BPS, real objects' arrangement, their distance apart, and the 

controversial energy beam that Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun emits are not a result merely of the geometry 
and structure of these objects [5], but a holistic result: the result of the structure as a whole: the concrete 
objects' arrangement and distinct positions. 

 
Measurement analysis of 3D energy fields' structure in this research mission indicates a quite 

unconventional distribution of energy density of the "E" fields above facilities in Locations 1-Bosnian 
Pyramid of the Sun, 3-Bosnian Pyramid of the Moon, and 4-Bell Tower, which exhibit "multi-layered" 



ellipsoidal energy phenomena characteristic of torsion fields [8], which, by its mechanisms, form spherical 
energy structures, i.e., scalar waves or 3-dimensional "standing (or slowly moving) waves" that have very 
specific properties and characteristics of propagation. Generally, torsion fields are non-electromagnetic and 
non-gravitational phenomena that propagate at superluminal speeds (about a billion times faster than the 
speed of light), affecting gravity and bio-structures and possessing (NA Kozyrev, K.Volkamer, ...) elementary 
awareness. 

 
More about what Pyramid is, Vortex of energy, Scalar field,.., are given in [9] and Appendix 5. 
 
We emphasize that the measurements during this research were carried out exclusively with the equipment 

specified in the list of measurement equipment and spatial distribution of "E" fields recordings with the equipment 
listed under numbers 4, 5 and 6, using conventional measuring equipment intended for EM phenomena research. 
Thus, the obtained results cannot be ignored. Considering the characteristics of torsion fields which 
constitute the phenomenon of "spatial" or "volumetric" fields, or "3D standing waves" that were registered 
during these investigations make AP BPS complex a candidate for further research. 

 
In this, "the Laboratory of Nature", endowed with subtle energy phenomena, numerous controversial 

physical and physiological effects have been registered in recent years by a series of researchers of a wide 
range of specialty. Our research, based on scientific methodology and measurements made by conventional 
measuring devices, indicate the full mathematical and principled compliance with valid theories and with the 
latest insights of modern science [8], and also, of course, with Tesla technologies [7], that is, in compliance 
with the Principles of Nature which should be the impetus for new free-thinking explorations, theoretical and 
practical, that could lead to new discoveries and forward the progress of our civilization. 

 

Belgrade, 03.11.2016.   
    Goran Marjanovic, B.Sc.Eng. 
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Appendix 5 

 

"Ken Rohla Talks Pyramid Power!" 

(start minute 00:59 -- 59 seconds in) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUkKBEOFpqw 

 

Ken Rohla: "What a pyramid is, is an antenna that picks up high-frequency energy coming from the cosmos and 
brings it into, creates, a localized field. And it also creates a vortex of energy up through the tip. That type of energy 
is super-high-frequency. It's so high-frequency that it cannot be measured with conventional electromagnetic energy 
measuring devices. And so, therefore, a lot of conventional scientists will say it's nonsense . . .  

"Well, it's not. It's a type of energy that some scientists like Dr. Konstantine Meyl in Germany are showing . . . 
they're showing that this energy is just super-high-frequency. It's inter-dimensional energy, meaning that it can travel 
through multiple dimensions or frequencies of space-time.  

"So just suffice it to say that it's a subtle energy much like human consciousness. In fact, consciousness is a form 
of scalar energy, and it can travel through the dimensions of time and space.  

"And so it's coming to us through the cosmos. It starts at the centers of galaxies, it probably starts at the centers 
of universes. Ultimately I think it's what we might call god consciousness. But it's zipping out of the centers of 
galaxies, emanating out from there, spiraling through the cosmos as it goes. It's traveling way beyond the speed of 
light.  

"It passes through matter and conventional electromagnetic energy as if it's not even there, because it's actually 
what creates matter and electromagnetic energy. This faster-than-light scalar energy slows down and coagulates into 
this matter and energy that we see all around us.  

"And so a pyramid can capture that energy and create a localized field with it of scalar waves and electromagnetic 
energy. Scientists have measured electrical current at the tops of pyramids and other kinds of conventionally 
measurable phenomena around pyramids. But then there's also a scalar field coming off of these things, a scalar 
energy field, and a vortex of scalar energy coming out of the tip of the pyramid. The Russians tend to call this energy 
toroidal energy or vortex energy or torsion waves, torsion energy. So whatever name it goes by, it's this faster-than-
light subtle energy.  

"So a pyramid captures this. It's coming down to us from the cosmos, and particularly from our sun, it's coming up 
from the center of the earth, because there's a singularity at the center of the earth.  So this energy's coming up from 
the center of the earth. And the pyramid captures it like an antenna and it radiates out a localized field and a spiral 
vortex out of the tip." 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUkKBEOFpqw

